Exhibit A

(website materials)
We’re proud of what’s NOT in our paint:

- **NO REPRODUCTIVE TOXINS**
- **NO VOCs (VOLATILE ORGANIC COMPOUNDS)**
- **NO TOXIC FUMES** HAPs-free
- **NO CHEMICAL SOLVENTS**
- **NO BAD COLORS!**

---

**INSPIRED: INTERIOR PAINT**

Colorhouse Inspired interior paints are low-odor, have superior coverage and durability, and are 100% acrylic. Our paints are available in 3 sheens: Flat, Eggshell, and Semi-Gloss. Colorhouse paints contain NO VOCs (volatile organic compounds), NO toxic fumes/HAPs free, NO reproductive toxins, and NO chemical solvents. For more information on application and ingredients, view Colorhouse PDS.

---

**DRY TIME**
Dry to touch in 30-60 minutes; recoat after 2-4 hours.

**COVERAGE**
Covers 350-400 square feet per gallon.

**CLEAN UP**
Wash tools with warm soapy water. Scrape excess paint before washing.

**STORAGE**
Store in a dry area. Protect from freezing.

---

**AWESOME! I CAN’T WAIT TO PAINT SOMETHING ELSE! PAINT CHIPS WERE EXCELLENT GUIDES, AND THE PAINT WAS SO LOW-ODOR I NEVER ONCE GOT A HEADACHE EVEN IN A SMALL ENCLOSED ROOM. THE COLOURS ARE MAGNIFICENT AND ALL WE HAD HOPED FOR.**

---

**- NADALEH, US -**
COLORHOUSE PRIMER

Colorhouse Inspired Multi-Purpose Primer has excellent hide and adhesion. Our Primer is designed for many surfaces like new wallboard, raw wood, cured masonry and galvanized metal. For more application info click here.

Colorhouse Multi-Purpose Primer contains NO VOCs (volatile organic compounds), NO toxic fumes/HAPs-free, NO reproductive toxins, and NO chemical solvents.

COLORSPOT 8 OZ. SAMPLES

FREE COLOR HELP

CHALKBOARD PAINT

Colorhouse Chalkboard paint turns any interior surface into a chalkboard! We encourage you to write on your walls with our durable chalkboard finish. Like all Colorhouse paint, there are NO VOCs (volatile organic compounds), NO toxic fumes/HAPs-free, NO reproductive toxins, and NO chemical solvents. Available in 10 striking Colorhouse hues. For more information: View Colorhouse Chalkboard PDS

EXPLORE CHALKBOARD COLORS

PRODUCT AND MSDS DATA SHEETS

Technical information about our primer and paints.

DOWNLOAD DATA SHEETS

WARRANTY

Colorhouse Inspired zero VOC paint and primer warranty.

DOWNLOAD WARRANTY

FAQS

Our answers to all your questions.

VIEW FAQs
We're proud of what's NOT in our paint:

- **NO VOCs**
  - VOC is short for "volatile organic compounds".
  - VOCs are the "sticky stuff" in paint that is emitted as a vapor when paint is drying. VOCs can be harmful to human health and the environment.

- **NO REPRODUCTIVE TOXINS**
- **NO CHEMICAL SOLVENTS**
- **NO BAD COLORS!**

I LOVE EVERYTHING ABOUT COLORHOUSE. THEY MAKE A FINE QUALITY PRODUCT THAT IS SAFE AND BEAUTIFUL. AS AN ARTIST MYSELF, I LOVE THEIR COLOR PALETTE. AS A MOM, I LOVE THAT MY DAUGHTERS AREN'T EXPOSED TO TOXIC PAINT FUMES.

– Kelly, NC –
FAQS

All our answers to all your questions.

Where can I buy Colorhouse paint?
What sheens does Colorhouse have and where do I use them?
Do you have a primer?
How can I sample your colors?
What makes your paint environmentally-friendly?
What is a VOC? Why are they bad? Why choose a Zero VOC paint?
What makes Colorhouse different from other low or zero VOC paints?

Colorhouse paints are formulated with you and the environment in mind. We restrict over a 1000 chemical compounds. Our products have NO VOCs, NO toxic fumes/HAPs-free, NO reproductive toxins, and NO chemical solvents or other stinky stuff!

Why were VOCs added to paints in the first place? Why aren’t VOCs in Colorhouse paint?

What is LEED? Does Colorhouse paint qualify for LEED Green Building points?
Why do you put mildewcide in Colorhouse paint?

Does Colorhouse paint work for chemically sensitive people?

What does “No Toxic Fumes” mean?

No toxic fumes means that Colorhouse paints do not contain any hazardous air pollutants. These toxic chemicals are pollutants that can cause serious health effects and have adverse impact on our environment.

Is Colorhouse a natural paint?
Is Colorhouse tested on animals/animal ingredients?

What ingredients are in Colorhouse?
How do I store or dispose of my leftover paint?

Does Colorhouse seal in VOCs?

Is Colorhouse primer a stain-blocking primer?

I am pregnant — can I paint?

Our paints are zero VOC and are absent of the common icky chemicals and toxic fumes found in conventional paints, such as mutagens, hazardous air pollutants, ozone depleting compounds, formaldehyde and phthalates. Our paints are a healthier option for the home, but if you have specific health concerns we always recommend speaking with your doctor.

Can I paint with Colorhouse on the following surfaces: drywall, wood, concrete, furniture, floors, cabinetry and metal?

Does the color add VOCs?

Can another company’s colors be mixed in Colorhouse?

Does Colorhouse offer color-choosing help?